Introduction
Notoriously, there happen to exist languages in which subjects of intransitive verbs bear the same case as objects of transitive verbs, the so-called ergative languages. In nominative/accusative languages, on the other hand, subjects of intransitives bear the same case as subjects of transitives. Thirdly, in split-ergative languages, some subjects of intransitive verbs bear the same case as subjects of transitives, others bear the same case as objects of transitives. An example of the case distribution in an ergative language is given below:
(1) a. Angutem tangrr-aa arnaq.
[Yup'ik] man.ERG sees woman.ABS 'The man sees the woman.' b.
Arnaq yruar-tuq. woman.ABS dances The woman dances.'
In this paper I develop an Optimality Theoretic (OT) analysis of differences in case distribution in the above mentioned three types of languages. I will argue that languages may differ with respect to the relative strength of certain semantic or structural features that determine whether an argument has to be characterized as strong or as weak. Once the strength or weakness of an argument is determined (this happens at a hidden level in the system, a level which is in fact not indispensable) the relations between the arguments and the type of case they receive can be established, using only a small number of simple and plausible constraints to account for cross-linguistic variation.
In the next section I will point out some problematic aspects of an earlier OT account of the relation between argument strength and case assignment. In the subsequent sections I will develop my proposal along the lines sketched above.
An OT syntactic analysis of case assignment
In generative syntactic literature we find different hypotheses on the difference between nominative and ergative languages. More traditional analyses equate the subject case of nominative languages with the object case of ergative languages, as both are available in transitive as well as intransitive finite sentences, and usually both are morphologically unmarked. Recent analyses, on the other hand, equate the subject case of nominative languages with the transitive subject case of ergative languages, arguing that both cases are the highest case in the syntactic structure and behave alike with respect to binding (cf. Bobaljik 1992 , Chomsky 1992 , Laka 1993 . This is also the view taken in the OT analysis of case assignment by Legendre, Raymond en Smolensky (1993) .
In traditional generative syntax, structures are freely generated. Not all of them are grammatical, however. Those which are not, are assumed to be filtered out by constraints. The constraints apply simultaneously, but they are hard. That means that when those constraints (like the Case Filter or the Theta-Criterion) appear to be violated, either the constraints themselves are adapted and further specified, or empty material or different levels of representation are assumed to ensure the satisfaction of the constraints involved.
In OT syntax, structures are also freely generated, and constraints also apply simultaneously. The crucial difference is that the constraints are soft, so that they can be violated, yet only when this is required for the satisfaction of other, stronger constraints. In OT syntax, the input is usually considered to be a semantic structure of a certain kind (e.g., a predicate-argument structure), which gives rise to an in principle infinite number of syntactic structures (the so-called candidate set) of which the most harmonic or optimal one is eventually realized as the grammatical structure that syntactically expresses the semantic input.
The study by Legendre et al. (1993) is in fact the very first application of OT within the domain of syntax. Legendre et al. (1993) use three constraints to formally account for the difference in case distribution between nominative and ergative languages. These constraints govern the mapping of an input that is labeled for type of argument to surface morphosyntactic case. Legendre et al. only consider agent and patient roles as input and label the arguments furthermore in terms of prominence in the discourse (X = high-prominent; x = low-prominent). In the output, they call nominative (subject) case and ergative (transitive subject) case C I , and accusative (object) case and absolutive (transitive object) case C 2 . They use another type of abstract Case, C 4 , to refer to the (inherent or lexical) case of oblique arguments as well as to implicit arguments. The constraints they propose are given in (2).
(2) a. The constraint rankings for nominative and ergative languages are then argued to be as in (3). Actually, Legendre et al propose other constraints, viz., A→C 1 and P→C 2, to make sure that under all possible rankings the output A 1 P 2 is more harmonic than A 2 P4 1 For reasons of space, I will not provide the OT-tableaux that illustrate that the rankings in (3) will lead to the optimal outputs as given in (4). Natural language examples illustrate the optimal passive ( (5)- (6)) and antipassive outputs ( (7)- (8) Let me point out some problematic aspects of the approach taken by Legendre et al (1993) . First of all, in languages that have morphological case, subject and object case are known to be structurally assigned, i.e., partly independent of the thematic roles and the discourse status of arguments. The approach by Legendre et al., however, suggests that some independent mechanism of determining discourse prominence will in fact trigger the occurrence of passive and antipassive construc tions. This cannot be maintained in my view. Even in the case of ordinary transitive and intransitive sentences, it is certainly not true that the arguments of these predicates are always high-prominent in the discourse. Consider the following counterexamples to that latter claim: I claim that in the sentences in (9) (one of) the argument(s) is low-prominent in the discourse. Evidently, this does not lead to the use of a passive or antipassive construction in (9a,b). In this paper, I will assume that passive and antipassive structures do not compete with ordinary transitive constructions. That is, I consider the input of transitives to be two-place semantic predicates, whereas the input of morphological passives and antipassives must be different (presumably, a complex or incorporat ing one-place semantic predicate) (see also Ackema and Neeleman, 1998) . The remainder of this paper is limited to an analysis of the case distribution in ordinary transitive and intransitive constructions.
Apart from the empirical problem of the dissociation of discourse prominence and structural case, there is another, more theoretical problem for Legendre et al.' s analysis, and that concerns the shaky status of the constraint formulated in (2a), repeated below for convenience: (2) a. a → C 2 : Some argument is case-marked C 2
In OT, constraints are mostly assumed to be universal, but the constraint in (2a) looks highly stipulative and as such quite different from the other constraints used in the analysis. Yet, this stipulative constraint is in fact crucial in explaining the differences between nominative and ergative types of languages. The use of this constraint as part of the analysis seems to be not only ill motivated (i.e., not independently motivated from a linguistic point of view), but also counterintuitive and unattractive. Finally, as a last point of discussion, it is well-known that most ergative languag es are in fact split-ergative languages. Legendre et al. do not account for that, but hint at a solution by proposing to replace the constraint in (2a) in split-ergative languages by a constraint such as formulated below (a constraint which seems to be even less attractive and independently motivated than (2a)): (10) [-An] → C 2 : Some low-animacy argument should receive C 2 A similar treatment would be possible for aspect-or tense-based split languages, according to Legendre et al. Note that such a solution suggests a variety of constraints mapping arguments to case on the basis of certain individual, temporal or aspectual properties. In the next section, I will formulate a different proposal that accounts for split-ergativity and at the same time deals with the other problematic aspects of Legendre et al.' s original account.
The proposal: a three-layer system
When we consider an overall picture of what features trigger the mapping to certain types of case for arguments, we find a wide variety of factors, indeed (cf. Silverstein 1976 , Hopper and Thompson, 1980 , Dowty, 1991 . Hopper and Thompson (1980) provided a scale of parameters, according to which clauses could be ranked with respect to what they called Transitivity, parameters which involved not only the number of arguments but also different properties of arguments (agent/patient properties, lst/2nd/3rd person, animacy, referentiality, mass/count, indefinite/ definite, plural/singular, etc.) and predicates (telicity, volitionality, punctuality, etc.). In nominative languages, subjects always get nominative case, independent of their thematic role or their prominence (or strength) in the discourse. One might say that the structural position or function (the first argument of a semantic predicate in the input) suffices for the assignment of a certain type of case. There are nomina tive languages, such as Finnish and Turkish, e.g., that we might refer to as splitaccusative languages, because objects of transitives can get two types of case.
In Finnish, objects of negative and atelic predicates as well as indefinite plural or mass objects of telic predicates get partitive case, whereas other objects get accusative case. We might label the objects that get partitive case in Finnish weak objects, and the accusative ones strong. In Turkish, telicity does not influence the choice of case, but certain properties of the objects do. Certain (referential or partitive) objects get an accusative case marker, whereas other (indefinite) objects do not. Again, we might label the objects that get accusative case in Turkish strong and the others weak. Note that different properties of elements in the input deter mine whether an object is to be labeled strong or weak in the two languages. Once these labels are available, however, they determine the proper case assignment similarly in the two languages.
In ergative languages, objects usually get one type of case, but for subjects two cases are available. Again, different properties may be responsible for the determi nation of whether a subject is characterized as strong or weak in ergative and splitergative languages, which means that we find different triggers for two types of subject case (e.g., personal features, agentivity, specificity, etc.).
Finally, Hindi/Urdu is a language that seems to exhibit a combination of split-ergativity and split-accusativity, where strong agent properties make a subject argument strong (with a concomitant ergative-split for subjects), whereas nonspecificity makes an object weak (which results in an accusative-split for objects) (cf. Butt and King, 1991 , 1998 . I propose a uniform three-layer model to canalize the overwhelming variety of features that trigger case assignment. In the first step, constraint interaction governs the mapping of input arguments to a hidden level in the system where the strength of these arguments is determined. Languages may differ in which constraints are crucial here: for example, in some languages, agents will always get the label strong, whereas in other languages only 1st person humans will be labeled strong. Ideally, the labels strong and weak correspond to certain semantic types in semantic type-logical derivations, but I will not elaborate on that correspondence here (cf. De Hoop 1992, Van Geenhoven 1996 , Van der Does and De Hoop, to appear).
In the second step, the hidden units that represent strong and weak arguments constitute the input for mappings to certain syntactic reflexes in language, one of them being morphological case assignment. This three-layer model is illustrated in the figure in (1111):
[output units] [hidden units] [input units]
Figure of a three-layer system from argument properties to strength to case As Rumelhart et al. (1996) note, the key to the effectiveness of a multilayer network in general is that the hidden units represent the input variables in a taskdependent way. Here, they fulfil this function with respect to case-assignment. In the first layer, the appropriate combinations of constraints trigger a low-order representation (a few hidden units for strong and weak arguments), but that representation itself is a function of the input variables which allows for interaction of many semantic and structural features. Mathematically, the hidden layer is dispensable (since the product of two weight matrices -one for each mappingis again a matrix). Yet, as Rumelhart et al. argue , this type of model can be of most value for the analysis of a problem relatively poor in theory and relatively rich in data, which is exactly what we seem to have encountered here. An earlier linguistic use of such a multilayer network is defined in Legendre et al. (1990a,b) to account for the classification and grammaticality of a variety of structures involving French unaccusative and unergative verbs. In Legendre et al. (1990a,b) two hidden units represent the structural property of being a D-structure subject or object. The paper is written within the framework of Harmonic Grammar, which is the predecessor of OT.
Let us now go into a slightly more detailed description of each of the two mappings in terms of the relevant constraints.
From argument properties to strength
When different languages are considered, it can be observed that some features trigger certain types of case in one language or linguistic configuration, while similar features trigger for example agreement or preposition insertion or word order variation in another language or configuration (cf. Silverstein, 1976, Hopper and Thompson, 1980) . Palauan, as discussed by Woolford (1995) , provides a nice example of such a pattern. As Woolford observes, in the context of a perfective predicate, object agreement emerges when the object argument is either [+human] or [+specific] and [+singular] . An example is given in (12): (12) a.
Te-'illebed-ii a bilis a rengalek.
[Palauan] 3p-Pf-hit-3s dog children 'The kids hit the dog.' b.
Te-'illebed a bilis a rengalek. 3p-Pf-hit dog children 'The kids hit a dog / the/some dogs.'
When the predicate is imperfective, exactly the same (combination of) features (i.e., [+human] or [+specific] and [+singular] ) trigger the insertion of a preposition, witness the examples in (13):
(13) a. Ng-milengelebed er a bilis.
[Palauan]
3s-Im-hit PREP dog 'S/he hit the dog.' b. Ng-milengelebed a bilis.
3s-Im-hit dog 'S/he hit a dog / the/some dogs.' This is an example of a language where the crucial constraints that trigger the labeling of arguments as strong or weak involve the features humanity, specificity, and number. That is, object arguments that are specified in the input as either [+human] or [+singular] and [+specific] come out as strong arguments at the hidden level that in turn constitutes the input of the second level which governs syntactic reflexes of the strength of arguments (here, not case, but agreement and preposition insertion). The relevant constraints might be read as /+ human] → X (If an argument is [+ human] , it is strong), [+plural] → x, and [-specific] → x. Crucially, the first constraint outranks the latter two.
From strength to case assignment
The strength of arguments is not present in the input and it is not part of the output either. It is really "hidden" and it must be inferred by the network through harmony maximization (following Legendre et al. 1990a,b) . The hidden units compete with each other and, as Legendre et al. (1990a,b) put it, the winner "takes it all". That means that which ever of the hidden units would give the greatest harmony if it were activated, will indeed be activated.
When the strength of arguments is determined at a hidden level in the system, a second mapping deals with the relation between strong and weak arguments and morphological case assignment. I propose the following constraints to hold universally: (14) The constraint ranking in (16a) accounts for the case distribution in nominative languages: if there is only one argument, this will always get nominative case, whether it is strong or weak (or agent or patient). If there are two arguments, by (15) the subject (agent) is always the stronger one, hence strong. Because of that, violating X→C 1 is worse for a subject than for an object, even if the latter is strong as well. Therefore, the subject gets nominative case, and then the object must get a different type of case, i.e., accusative. The case pattern observed in ergative languages is accounted for by the ranking in (16b): if there is only one argument, this will always get absolutive case; if there are two arguments, by (15) the object is always the weaker one and gets absolutive case, and subsequently the subject must get a different type of case, i.e., ergative.
Split-ergative languages are explained by the following constraint ranking:
(17) Constraint ranking for split-ergative languages: x→C 2 >> X→C 1 >> {X→C 2 x→C 15
In split-ergative languages, weak arguments get absolutive case. This implies that when there are two arguments, objects are weak and get absolutive case. As a consequence, subjects of transitives get ergative case. When there is only one argument, whether this argument gets absolutive or ergative case depends on its strength: if it is weak, it gets absolutive case, and if it is strong, ergative. Finally, I propose a constraint ranking for split-accusative languages, briefly discussed in section 3 (instantiations are Finnish and Turkish):
Constraint ranking for split-accusative languages: x→C 12 » X→C 1 » X/x→C 2 In Finnish and Turkish, when there are two arguments and the object is weak, this does not get accusative (nor nominative) case (i.e., it gets partitive in Finnish). Subjects (by (15), agents are stronger than patients) get nominative case, and strong objects of transitives get accusative. A remaining problem for the rankings discussed so far involves the charac terization of the case distribution in a language like Hindi/Urdu. As I pointed out above, this seems to be a language that combines split-ergativity and split-accusativity (cf. King, 1993, 1999) . I propose that the ranking provided for Finnish in (18) can also be maintained for Hindi/Urdu. As a consequence, the difference between Finnish and Hindi/Urdu must be sought in the first two layers of the model. Consider some relevant examples in (19) and (20) (taken from Butt and King, 1999 . When a predicate has only one argument, this argument (the subject) can be weak (if it is not really an agent, having to do with an agency/volitionality constraint) which results in the assignment of nominative case in (20a). When the argument is a true agent (hence, strong) it gets ergative case instead (see (20b)). Subjects and objects of transitives can take an intermediate strength value, however: non-agentive subjects of transitives are stronger than the patient objects (hence, they are weak and strong simultaneously, or alternatively, not really weak nor really strong). Similarly, specific objects of transitives are strong and weak at the same time (strong because they are specific; weak because they are patient). This intermediate status results in accusative case as follows. There is a conflict between x↛C 12 and X→C 1 if the hidden unit representing weakness would win, this would result in nominative case, whereas strength would result in ergative case. The effect of the
[Urdu]
[ Urdu] conflict is that these stronger constraints are not activated at all. Instead, the weaker constraints X/x→C 2 apply, for which there is no conflict with respect to the output case, resulting in accusative case for weak subjects as well as strong objects of transitives in Hindi/Urdu.
Conclusion
In this article I proposed a three-layer constraint model to describe the mapping from structural and semantic properties of a predicate-argument structure to case assignment, via a hidden level determining the strength of the arguments involved. I proposed constraint rankings to account for the differences between nominative, ergative, split-ergative, and split-accusative languages, and I hypothesized on the intermediate strength of certain arguments in Hindi/Urdu in order to account for the emergence of accusative case in this language.
